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• MR1 and MR2 monolingual data of UGT.

Introduction

Neural machine translation (NMT) requires large parallel data for training. However, even when trained on
large clean parallel data, NMT generates translations of
very poor quality when translating out-of-domain or noisy
texts. For instance, Michel and Neubig [1] empirically
showed that NMT systems trained on clean parallel data
poorly perform at translating user-generated texts (UGT)
from a social media. UGT can be from various domains and
manifest various forms of natural noise which are characteristics of their style. In this paper, we posit that the NMT
system should preserve the style during the translation.
A major diﬃculty in training NMT for UGT is that we do
not usually have bilingual parallel data of UGT created by
professional translators to train or adapt an NMT system.
Nevertheless, previous work on NMT for UGT merely focused on scenarios for which we have UGT parallel data,
such as the MTNT dataset [1].
In this work, we do not assume the availability of parallel
data of UGT. We propose to synthesize parallel data of UGT
from monolingual data, through a zero-shot NMT system,
to train better NMT systems for UGT.

2 Zero-Shot NMT for Synthesizing
Parallel Data
2.1

Objective and Prerequisites

Let L1 and L2 be two languages for clean texts and R1
and R2 for the same languages, respectively, but for UGT.
The data prerequisites for our NMT system described in
Section 2.2 are as follows:
• PL1-L2 parallel data of clean and formal texts that are
usually used for training NMT,
• ML1 and ML2 monolingual data from any domains,
and

PL1-L2 , ML1 , and ML2 , parallel and monolingual data, are
usually used to build state-of-the-art NMT systems. MR1
and MR2 monolingual data are for UGT, which can be
obtained for instance by crawling social media.
Our objective is to synthesize parallel data of UGT,
which we henceforth denote PSR1-R2 . To this end, we propose to alter a clean parallel data PL1-L2 into PSR1-R2 . We
alter the PL1-L2 parallel data by performing L1→R2 and
L2→R1 translations.
Note that L1→R2 and L2→R1 are both zero-shot translation tasks, since we do not assume any PL1-R2 or PL2-R1
parallel data, nor any parallel data using a pivot language.

2.2

Zero-Shot NMT

To synthesize parallel data of UGT, i.e., PSR1-R2 , we build
only one multilingual and multidirectional NMT system
(see Figure 1). Inspired by previous work in unsupervised
NMT [2], we ﬁrst pre-train a cross-lingual language model
to initialize the NMT system. We use the XLM approach
[2] trained with the combination of the following two different objectives:
Masked Language Model (MLM): MLM has a similar ob-

jective to BERT [3] but uses text streams for training
instead of pairs of sentences. We optimize the MLM
objective on the ML1 , ML2 , MR1 , and MR2 monolingual data.
Translation Language Model (TLM): TLM is an extension of MLM where parallel data are leveraged so
that we can rely on context in two diﬀerent languages
to predict masked words. We optimize the TLM objective on PL1-L2 parallel data, alternatively exploiting
both translation directions.
The XLM approach alternates between MLM and TLM
objectives to train a single XLM model. We then train
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Our zero-shot NMT framework.

Figure 2

an NMT model, initializing its encoder and decoder embeddings with those of the pre-trained XLM model, and
exploiting unsupervised NMT objectives [4] to which we
associate a supervised NMT objective as follows:

Alteration of PL1-L2 parallel data to synthesize
PSR1-R2 parallel data.

PSR1-R2 can be too noisy to be used to train NMT. To ﬁlter
PSR1-R2 , we evaluate the similarity between original L1 and
L2 sentences with their respective R1 and R2 versions using sentence-level BLEU [5] (sBLEU). Given a sentence

Auto-encoder (AE) objectives: Using a noise model that

drops and swaps words, the objective is to reconstruct
the original sentences. We use AE objectives for L1,
L2, R1, and R2.
Back-translation (BT) objectives: For training transla-

pair in PSR1-R2 , if either sBLEU of L1 with respect to R1 or
sBLEU of L2 with respect to R2 is below a pre-determined
threshold 𝑇, we ﬁlter out the sentence pair.

4

Experiments

tion directions for which we do not have parallel data,
a round-trip translation is performed during training

4.1

Data

in which a sentence 𝑠 from monolingual data is trans-

We conducted experiments for two language pairs,

lated, and its translation back-translated, with the ob-

English–French (en-fr) and English–Japanese (en-ja), with

jective of generating 𝑠. We use the BT objectives cor-

the MTNT translation tasks [1]. The test sets were made

responding to our targeted zero-shot translation direc-

from posts extracted from an online discussion website,

tions: L1→R2→L1, R2→L1→R2, L2→R1→L2,

Reddit.

and R1→L2→R1.

For parallel data, we did not use any of the Reddit par-

Machine translation (MT) objectives: We use this objec-

allel data of the MTNT. To make our settings comparable

tive for L1→L2 and L2→L1, for which we have par-

with previous work, we used only the clean parallel data
in MTNT as PL1-L2 data for training and validating our

allel data.
AE and BT are unsupervised NMT objectives used to

NMT systems. For the en-fr pair, PL1-L2 data contain 2.2M

train our zero-shot translation directions. We also use MT

sentences pairs consisting of the news-commentary (news

objectives for the necessary supervision.

commentaries) and Europarl (parliamentary debates) cor-

3

pora provided by WMT15 [6]. For the en-ja pair, PL1-L2

Parallel Data Alteration

data consist of the KFTT (Wikipedia articles), TED (tran-

As illustrated in Figure 2, given PL1-L2 , we perform

scripts of online conference talks), and JESC (subtitles)

L1→R2 and L2→R1 translation for each of L1 and L2

corpora giving in a total of 3.9M sentence pairs. All PL1-L2

sentences, respectively, to obtain a synthetic R1-R2 ver-

parallel data can be considered rather clean and/or formal

sion, i.e.,

PSR1-R2 ,

of the original PL1-L2 . The resulting

in contrast to Reddit data.
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As monolingual data, ML1 and ML2 , we used the entire
News Crawl provided for

WMT201） for

Japanese, 3.4M

lines, and a sample of 25M lines for English and French.
As MR1 and MR2 , we crawled data using the Reddit API.
For English and French, we tokenized and truecased all the
data with the Moses tokenizer. As for Japanese, we only

Results for the MTNT test sets. TBT systems were
trained on back-translations of News Crawl or Reddit
monolingual data. “+” indicates that the synthesized parallel
data were concatenated to the original PL1-L2 parallel data. “FT”
denotes the ﬁne-tuning of the vanilla NMT system. “*” denotes
systems signiﬁcantly better (𝑝 < 0.05) than the vanilla NMT
system.
Table 1

tokenized the data with MeCab.2）

fr→en

BLEU
en→fr

ja→en

chrF
en→ja

vanilla

21.6

21.7

8.1

0.174

+ TBT News
+ TBT Reddit

25.8∗

25.3∗

8.6∗

22.9∗

25.5∗

0.5

0.190∗
0.181∗

FT on SNI
+ SNI

23.1∗

22.3∗

22.0

21.7

8.2∗
8.3∗

0.164
0.158

System

For English, we selected the noisiest part of Reddit,
25M sentences, similarly to [1] when they built the MTNT
dataset. Since there are signiﬁcantly less Japanese and
French Reddit data, 0.8M and 1.2M sentences, respectively,
we used all the French and Japanese sentences.
For validation, we used the PL1-L2 validation data from
the MTNT dataset. For evaluation, we used SacreBLEU
[7].3） We tested the signiﬁcance of our results via bootstrap re-sampling and approximate randomization with
MultEval

4.2

[8].4）

Table 1 reports on the results. Back-translations of Reddit were mostly useful but dramatically failed for ja→en potentially due to the very low quality of the back-translations
generated by the en→ja vanilla NMT system. Using backtranslations of News Crawl is more helpful especially for
fr→en and ja→en. Fine-tuning our vanilla NMT system

Baselines Systems

We evaluated vanilla NMT systems and other base-

on SNI improves translation quality for all the tasks, except

line systems exploiting tagged back-translation (TBT) and

en→ja. Using the PSR1-R2 synthetic parallel data concate-

synthetic noise generation (SNI), using the Transformer

nated to the original PSL1-L2 leads to lower BLEU scores

[9] implementation in Marian [10] with standard hyper-

than ﬁne-tuning, except for ja→en.

parameters for all the NMT systems.

4.3

System Settings for our Approach

We generated back-translations from Reddit monolingual data and News Crawl, tagged [11] and concatenated

To train XLM, we used the data presented in Section 4.1

them to the original PL1-L2 parallel data, and trained a new

on which we applied the same BPE segmentation used

NMT system from scratch. In all experiments, we used as
much monolingual sentences as in the PL1-L2 parallel, or

by our vanilla NMT systems. For the MLM objectives,

all of the Reddit data for French and Japanese since we do

the Reddit corpora as MR1 and MR2 monolingual data.

not have enough Reddit data to match the size of PL1-L2 .

For the TLM objectives, we used the parallel data used

we used the News Crawl corpora as ML1 and ML2 and

since it does not require any manually produced PR1-R2 . We

to train our vanilla NMT system as PL1-L2 parallel data.
We used the publicly available XLM framework6） with

applied their method to PL1-L2 using their scripts5）to create

the standard hyper-parameters proposed for unsupervised

We also evaluated the methods proposed by [12] for SNI,

PSR1-R2 .

In addition to

NMT. We used text streams of 256 tokens and a mini-batch

data for ﬁne-tuning as in

size of 64. The Adam optimizer [13] with a linear warm-

[12], we also evaluated NMT systems trained from scratch

up [9] was used. During training, the model was evaluated

a noisy version of parallel data, i.e.,
the use of the resulting

PSR1-R2

on the concatenation of the

PSR1-R2

every 200k sentences on the MTNT validation parallel data

and PL1-L2 .

for TLM and the monolingual validation data of MTNT
1） http://www.statmt.org/wmt20/translation-task.html
2） https://taku910.github.io/mecab/
3） The sacreBLEU signatures,
where xx is among
{en,fr,ja} are as follows:
BLEU+case.mixed+lang.xxxx+numrefs.1 +smooth.exp+test.mtnt1.1/test+tok.13a+version.1.4.2;
chrF2+case.mixed+lang.en-ja+numchars.6+numrefs.1
+space.False+test.mtnt1.1/test+version.1.4.2
4） https://github.com/jhclark/multeval
5） https://github.com/MysteryVaibhav/robust_mtnt

for MLM. The training was stopped when the averaged
perplexity of MLM and TLM had not been improved for
10 consecutive times.
We initialized our zero-shot NMT with XLM and trained
6） https://github.com/facebookresearch/XLM. The only diﬀerence is that we used our data in diﬀerent languages, which is also used
to train our own BPE vocabulary.
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En1
En2
En3
En4

L1
R1
L1
R1
L1
R1
L1
R1

Mr President, I think a situation in which we are [...]
Mr President, I believe a situation in which we’re [...]
But don’t count on a stable euro-dollar exchange rate [...]
But dont count on a stable euro-dollar exchange rate [...]
When I became a Commissioner at the end of 1999, I had to [...]
When i became European Commissioner, at the end of 1999 i had to [...]
The end result is always the same: Nothing is done.
The end result is always the same lmao. Nothing ******* done

Examples of English sentences from the Europarl and News Commentary corpora (L1) altered by our approach (R1). Bold
indicates the alterations that we want to highlight for each example. We have manually masked a profanity in En4 with “*******”.

Figure 3

Results for the MTNT test sets using PSR1-R2
synthesized by our approach. “zero-shot NMT” is the NMT
system used for synthesizing PSR1-R2 . “FT on PSR1-R2 ” are
conﬁgurations for which we sampled 100k sentence pairs from
PSR1-R2 to ﬁne-tune the vanilla NMT system. The last row is
given for reference: the vanilla NMT system ﬁned-tuned on the
oﬃcial MTNT training parallel data. “*” denotes systems
signiﬁcantly better (𝑝 < 0.05) than the FT on SNI system.
Table 2

fr→en

BLEU
en→fr

ja→en

chrF
en→ja

zero-shot NMT

21.4

22.4

3.0

0.126

vanilla
FT on SNI

21.6
23.1

21.7
22.3

8.1
8.2

0.174
0.164

System

PSR1-R2
PSR1-R2

FT on
+ PSR1-R2

24.2∗
24.7∗

9.0∗
9.5∗

very diﬃcult to optimize for distant and diﬃcult language
pairs [14] with almost no shared entries in the respective
vocabulary of the two languages.
Fine-tuning on PSR1-R2 brings larger improvements than
doing so on SNI, except for fr→en. Despite the small size
of the PSR1-R2 , concatenating it with PL1-L2 achieves the best
BLEU with up to 3.0 BLEU points of improvements. We
conclude that our approach successfully alters PL1-L2 into
PSR1-R2 useful data to train NMT for UGT.

5 Example of Clean Sentences Altered into UGT

synthesized from PL1-L2
22.0
23.1

use of unsupervised MT objectives that were shown to be

0.174
0.180∗

For a more concrete illustration of our synthetic data,
we present in Figure 3 four English example sentences altered by our approach. These examples are all instances

With the Reddit training parallel data from MTNT
FT on MTNT
29.0∗
27.5∗
9.9∗
0.192∗

of a successful alteration of clean texts into UGT. En1
introduces an English contraction “we’re” that is a characteristic of less formal English. En2 and En3 show spelling

it with the AE, BT, and MT objectives presented in

errors that may guide the system to make itself more ro-

Section 2.2, all having the same weights, using the same

bust. En4 introduces an instance of Internet slang with

hyper-parameters as XLM. We evaluated the model every

a profanity. We also observed many instances of person

200k sentences on the MTNT validation parallel data and

names written with Reddit syntax for referring to a Reddit

stopped training when the averaged BLEU of L1→L2 and

user account by prepending “/u/,” e.g., “Berlusconi” be-

L2→L1 had not been improved for 10 consecutive times.

comes “/u/Berlusconi.” All these examples are evidences

S
Finally, we synthesized PR1-R2
data with our approach
using this system, and ﬁltered them with 𝑇 = 0.5 for en-fr

and 𝑇 = 0.25 for en-ja, respectively, resulting 196,788 and
301,519 sentence pairs. Then, we trained our ﬁnal NMT

that our approach successfully generates UGT in the style
of Reddit.

6

Conclusion

models on the resulting PSR1-R2 .

4.4

We described our method for synthesizing parallel data

Results

to train better NMT systems for UGT. We successfully

The results of our models are presented in Table 2. First,

altered clean parallel data into parallel data that exhibit the

we checked the performance of our zero-shot NMT system.

characteristics of UGT of the targeted style. We showed

Whereas for fr↔en, it was comparable with the vanilla

that it improves translation quality for UGT.

NMT system, for ja↔en, it performed much worse than
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